Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infects a majority of adult humans. During early development and in the immunocompromised adult, CMV causes neurological deficits. We used recombinant murine cytomegalovirus (mCMV) expressing either green fluorescent protein (GFP) or β-galactosidase under control of human elongation factor 1 promoter or CMV immediate-early-1 promoter as reporter genes for infected brain cells. In vivo and in vitro studies revealed that neurons and glial cells supported strong reporter gene expression after CMV exposure. Brain cultures selectively enriched in either glia or neurons supported viral replication, leading to process degeneration and cell death within 2 d of viral exposure. In addition, endothelial cells, tanycytes, radial glia, ependymal cells, microglia, and cells from the meninges and choroid were infected. Although mCMV showed no absolute brain cell preference, relative cell preferences were detected. Radial glia cells play an important role in guiding migrating neurons; these were viral targets in the developing brain, suggesting that cortical problems including microgyria that are a consequence of CMV may be caused by compromised radial glia. Although CMV is a species-specific virus, recombinant mCMV entered and expressed reporter genes in both rat and human brain cells, suggesting that mCMV might serve as a vector for gene transfer into brain cells of non-murine species. GFP expression was sufficiently strong that long axons, dendrites, and their associated spines were readily detected in both living and fixed tissue, indicating that mCMV reporter gene constructs may be useful for labeling neurons and their pathways.
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mCMV would serve to introduce foreign genes into mouse, rat, and human brain cells. Although a previous analysis had suggested that neither human embryonic brain cells nor human cell lines were susceptible to mCMV entry or infection (Kim and Carp, 1971), more recent advances in molecular biology of recombinant viruses and reporter gene induction provide a more sensitive assay, as described here. We generated mCMVs expressing an enhanced green fluorescent protein (GFP) or β-galactosidase (β-gal) to study CMV infection and reporter gene expression in vitro and in vivo in live and fixed brain cells.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Recombinant CMV.** Recombinant viruses derived from the K181 strain of mCMV capable of expressing β-gal (RM427+) or enhanced GFP (EGFP) (MC.55 and RM4503) were used in these studies (Fig. 1). RM4503, like RM427 (Manning et al., 1992), was constructed to express a marker gene inserted under control of a chimeric promoter-enhancer composed of an hCMV promoter-enhancer fragment (~242 to +7 relative to the transcription start site) inserted adjacent to the mCMV enhancer in the mCMV genome. This construct included an SV40-derived polyadenylation signal downstream of the marker gene and directed constitutive high-level expression of the marker throughout infection (Manning et al., 1992; Saederup et al., 2000). The EGFP-puro gene was constructed using pON488, which is composed of the Escherichia coli guanosine-hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase gene (GPT) upstream of the immediate early-2 gene cloned under the control of the mouse phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter.

MRM4503 and RM427+ were used for the construction of recombinant viruses for use in these experiments. The EGFP-puro gene was inserted into the mCMV genome, replacing the CMV immediate early-2 gene, using a gift of Mark Prichard and Greg Pari (Hybridon Corporation, Cambridge, MA), fuses the entire EGFP protein coding sequence to the Puromycin resistance protein coding sequence with an intervening five amino acid spacer. The expression cassette was inserted into the mCMV genome. This construct included an SV40-derived polyadenylation signal downstream of the marker gene and directed constitutive high-level expression of the marker throughout infection (Manning et al., 1992). Expression of EGFP in MC.55 was regulated by the human elongation factor 1α promoter (EF-1α) (Uetsuki et al., 1989), whereas the E. coli GPT gene was under the control of the mouse phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter.

**Recombinant Murine CMV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HindIII FPK</th>
<th>HindIII KLE</th>
<th>HindIII JJH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nt 173161</td>
<td>nt 180798</td>
<td>nt 195827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoRI</td>
<td>EcoRI/EcoRI</td>
<td>EcoRI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Map of the HindIII K, L, and J fragments of murine CMV (K181+ strain). The murine CMV ie1/ie2/ie3 transcriptional enhancer and the arrangement of ie1, ie2, ie3, sgg1, and MCK transcripts are also shown, with splicing patterns indicated on the arrows depicting individual transcripts as they appear in wild-type murine CMV. The lacZ insertion mutation in RM427+, the EGFP-puro insertion in RM4503-1, and the GFP-GPT insertion in MC.55 are depicted below the map. Expression of the lacZ gene in RM427+ was regulated by a 199 bp human CMV ie1/ie2 promoter (hCMV) fragment (~219 to ~19 relative to the transcription start site) (Manning et al., 1992). Expression of the EGFP-puro gene in RM4503 was regulated by a 249 bp human CMV ie1/ie2/ie3 promoter (~242 to +7 relative to the transcription start site). These promoters display immediate early expression kinetics when placed adjacent to the murine CMV enhancer (Enh) in the HpaI sites of the ie2 gene (Manning et al., 1992; our unpublished observations). Expression of EGFP in MC.55 was regulated by the human elongation factor 1α promoter (EF-1α) (Uetsuki et al., 1989), whereas the E. coli GPT gene was under the control of the mouse phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter.

mCMV was used to inoculate BALB/c mice by the intraperitoneal route; progeny virus was recovered from salivary glands 14 d after inoculation and was followed by two rounds of limiting dilution purification at which time RM4503 was judged pure and authentic by the absence of any β-gal-positive virus and by DNA blot hybridization of viral DNA restriction fragments. Green fluorescence was detectable as early as 6 h after infection with plaque-pure RM4503 in NIH 3T3 cells. RM4503 grew as well as wild type in cell culture and, after intraperitoneal inoculation, reached titers similar to wild type in salivary glands.

A second recombinant mCMV (Fig. 1, MC.55) containing the GFP gene was constructed using pON488, which is composed of the DraI (position 183806) to Clal (position 188569) fragment of mouse CMV (Rawlinson et al., 1996) containing the immediate early-2 gene cloned into pUC21, which had been cut with PstI (made blunt with Klenow fragment and all four deoxyribonucleotides) and Clal. A cassette consisting of the EGFP gene (Clontech, Palo Alto CA) under the control of human elongation factor 1α promoter (Uetsuki et al., 1989), and the Escherichia coli guanosine-hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase gene (GPT) under the control of the mouse phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter, was inserted between the HpaI (position 184236) and Nhel (position 187119) sites of pON488 to create pQ55. For the transfection of NIH 3T3 cells, pQ55 was digested with SalI, extracted with phenol/chloroform (24:1) and chloroform, ethanol-precipitated, dried, and suspended in STE (5 mM NaCl, 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA) at a concentration of 1-2 mg/ml. For electroporation, 2 × 10^5 to 5 × 10^6 NIH 3T3 cells plus 20 mg DNA in 0.4 ml of electroporation buffer [a 1:3 mixture of OptiMEM I (Life Technologies) and cytome (van der Hoff et al., 1992) (120 mM KCl, 0.15 mM CaCl2, 10 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4, pH 7.6, 5 mM MgCl2)] were electroporated with a BTX ECM 600 instrument set at 275 V and 1075 mF in a 4 mm cuvette at room temperature. Cells were plated after electroporation and infected with mCMV at an multiplicity.
of infection (MOI) of 2–5 at 18 hr after electroporation. Progeny virus from the transfection/infection cultures were grown for two rounds under selection for the GPT gene as described (Vieira et al., 1994) to enrich for recombinant virus. Recombinant virus, identified by green fluorescent plaques under 488 nm illumination, were ultimately purified by twofold limiting dilution. In this MC.55 recombinant virus the ics2 gene, which is dispensable for growth (Cardin et al., 1995), is disrupted. Viability of mCMV was expressed as plaque-forming units (pfu) determined before the virus was frozen in stock solutions at −80°C for future use.

**Viral replication.** If virus replicates in the brain cultures, then as time progresses, the culture supernatant should show an increased concentration of infectious virus. To test this, rat (Sprague Dawley) neurons from hippocampus, hypothalamus, and cortex were mixed and plated in 35-mm-diameter wells at a density of 10^6 cells/well. Parallel experiments were performed with mouse (BALB/c) neurons. Each condition was performed in triplicate. Brain cultures were infected with either of two different GFP-expressing viruses. The MC.55 virus was used at 10^6 pfu, and RM4503 was used at 5 × 10^5 pfu. At 6 hr after inoculation, brain cultures were washed four times to remove the unadsorbed inoculum and placed in 2 ml growth medium. At 18 hr after the initial infection, all tissue culture medium supernatant (2 ml) was collected and replaced with 2 ml sterile culture medium. Culture medium contained DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone, Logan, UT). Additional collections were made at successive 12 hr intervals. Tissue culture supernatant containing CMV was frozen within minutes after collection and kept at −80°C.

To determine relative viral concentration, NIH 3T3 cells were grown on 12-mm-round coverslips until the cells were 60% confluent. Then a 500 µl aliquot from each of the test conditions was added to the 3T3 cells. After 18 hr, all 3T3 cells were killed with 3% paraformaldehyde overnight. After washing in phosphate buffer, 3T3 cells were examined in an inverted Nikon epifluorescent microscope using a 20× objective. Green fluorescent 3T3 cells were counted in eight visual fields on each 3T3-containing coverslip.

Because CNS cultures contain a mixture of glia and neurons, in a second set of experiments we used more selective cultures enriched in glia or neurons to infect with MC.55, as described above. Glia were obtained from postnatal day (P) 5 mouse cortex. Glia were plated at low density and then allowed to replicate until they were 75% confluent in a 35 mm culture dish. Neurons were obtained from a P6 cerebellum. These cultures consist primarily of cerebellar granule cells, neurons that undergo their final mitosis at approximately this stage of development, substantially later than most neurons. A more detailed description of granule cell (Liljelund et al., 1994) and astrocyte (van den Pol et al., 1992) enriched cultures is found elsewhere. Granule cells were also plated at 75% confluency. Both cell types in these experiments were maintained with Neurobasal media (Life Technologies) for 4 d before viral contact. To avoid glial proliferation after viral infection, fetal bovine serum was not used during those 4 d or thereafter. Medium was harvested and replenished every 12 hr, as described above, and experiments were performed in duplicate.

**Virus in CNS.** To determine whether mCMV would infect brain cells in vivo, 500 ml-1.5 µl (10^6 pfu/ml) of virus was injected with a Hamilton microsyringe directly into the brain. Mice from P1 to adults were used. Adult rats also received intracerebral injections at the same virus concentration. Injections were aimed so that the tip of the syringe needle would pass through the cerebral cortex and end in the striatum, hippocampus, or hypothalamus. To reduce a sudden increase in local pressure, the virus was injected slowly over 2–3 min.

**Microscopy.** Photomicrographs were taken on an Olympus 1X70 inverted fluorescent microscope with a Spot 2 digital camera (Diagnostic Instruments) interfaced with a Macintosh computer. Contrast was adjusted with Adobe Photoshop, and images were printed on a Kodak 8650 dye sublimation digital printer.

**RESULTS**

**Viral infection of neurons and glia in vitro.** To examine the course of CMV infection of brain cells, developing brains were cultured on glass coverslips and studied after incubation with GFP-expressing mCMV (either RM4503 or MC.55) or β-gal-expressing mCMV. Within 6 hr of viral addition to the culture (MOI = 15), some neurons and glia began to show GFP-mediated green fluorescence or β-gal staining with each of

Figure 2. Glia infection in vitro. A, After 30 hr, most astrocytes in vitro were green, indicating infection with mCMV. Scale bar, 8 µm. B, By 54 hr, most glia were dead or dying and had a round featureless shape. Scale bar, 25 µm. C–E, Olfactory ensheathing cells (olf.e.c.) became green 30 hr after infection with CMV. Scale bar, 12 µm.
the three viruses used. In cultures containing both glial cells and neurons, a greater number of astrocytes showed GFP labeling than did neurons at earlier time points. Within the next 24 hr, a greater number of cells showed expression of the reporter genes. In parallel, the expression of both GFP and β-gal became much stronger. In cultures containing roughly equal numbers of astrocytes and neurons, 96 astrocytes were labeled and only four neurons were found after 18 hr. The ratio changed over time, with greater numbers of neurons showing evidence of infection. Mouse brain cultures contained a mixture of neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes, as identified with immunolabeling for L1 (neurons), glial fibrillary acidic protein (astrocytes), and myelin basic protein (oligodendrocytes) antisera, as described previously (van den Pol et al., 1992; van den Pol and Kim, 1993; Liljelund et al., 1994).

Some cultures of hypothalamus, cortex, and hippocampus (n = 6 each) were infected with mCMV at an MOI of 15. Interestingly, all cells, including neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes, died within 48 hr. This finding was based both on fluorescent microscopy and the use of video-enhanced differential interfer-
In control cultures, and in early stages of viral infection, neurons showed long processes that included both dendrites several hundred micrometers in length and axons exceeding 1000 μm in length. After mCMV infection, neurons initially began to turn green with no obvious sign of pathology (Fig. 3). However, soon after the neurites showed a green coloration, they began showing unusual dilations and constrictions in processes, some reaching several micrometers in diameter. Green processes were only found after the parent cell body showed reporter gene expression indicative of viral infection and gene expression. At a later stage of infection, processes began to break down and become strongly segmented (Fig. 4). At late stages of infection, parts of green processes could be found without connection to the cell body of origin (Fig. 4), and round cells devoid of processes were common (Fig. 4). These process dilations were not found in noninfected control cultures. With mCMV MOI of 15, the time course for neuronal degeneration was complete within 2 d, as determined in >20 cultures; with lower MOI (= 1), the time course could be extended.

During later stages of infection, some groups of cells appeared to fuse together and had the appearance of giant multinucleated cells. Ethidium homodimer (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), which labels the nuclei of dead cells, was also used to assess cell viability. In cultures made from postnatal day 2 glial cells from hippocampus, by 30 hr after infection, most astrocytes that had a typical sheet-like flat appearance were green, indicating infection with mCMV (Fig. 2A). After 48 hr, cells either were detached and floating or broken down with no cellular continuity; the cells still attached to the substrate were bright green and round, exhibiting viral cytopathic effects (Fig. 2B). In contrast, noninfected control cultures generated at the same time showed little evidence of cell death, suggesting that all types of brain cells can be killed by a high concentration of virus. When a lower dose of virus (MOI = 1) was used, cells survived much longer, with some neurons and glia still viable after 7 d. With time, however, all mouse brain cells died, whereas same-age noninfected controls remained viable. Although all infected cells expressed the reporter genes, consistent with infection, the level of expression varied with time and dose of virus. The highest level of reporter gene expression came with longer survival times achieved with lower MOIs. This may have been because cells infected with high MOIs (>14) died before the higher levels of gene expression could be achieved.

Earlier work on virus penetration into the brain suggested that the olfactory mucosa might be a potential portal of entry for virus into the brain by spread along the olfactory nerve as it entered the olfactory bulb. A primary cell type that encircles the olfactory axons is the olfactory ensheathing cell, a type of glial cell. Cultures of mouse olfactory ensheathing cells showed strong GFP expression after infection with mCMV (Fig. 2C–E). That the cultured cells were primarily ensheathing cells was confirmed with immunostaining for P75, the low-affinity NGF receptor that these cells selectively express (Vickland et al., 1991; Ramon-Cueto and Valverde, 1995).

In culture dishes that contained giant cells, other groups of cells also exhibited viral cytopathic effects (Fig. 2D). Some axons in late stages of degeneration show only a few poorly connected swellings that are fluorescent. Scale bar, 10 μm. D. Two somata are seen with unusual round shapes and are devoid of processes 5 d after infection. Scale bar, 12 μm.

**Figure 4.** Mouse neurons in vitro: extended infection. A. Four days after infection axons show a greater degree of beading than seen in control cultures. B, C, Some axons in late stages of degeneration show only a few poorly connected swellings that are fluorescent. Scale bar, 10 μm. D. Two somata are seen with unusual round shapes and are devoid of processes 5 d after infection. Scale bar, 12 μm.

**Viral replication**

To assess viral replication in neurons and glia, tissue culture supernatant was taken at intervals after initial infection of brain cell cultures and complete washout of mCMV. The relative density of viral production was assessed by incubation of the...
extracted media with a second set of cultures containing NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, which are a fully permissive cell line for plaque assay and virus propagation. GFP-labeled 3T3 cells were then counted after 18 hr. 3T3 cells were used here because they are a common permissive host cell for raising CMV. The number of green 3T3 cells incubated with virus for a fixed period (18 hr) increased with time (Fig. 6). In the initial test 18 hr after virus introduction into brain cell cultures, little evidence of virus was found in the brain culture supernatant. As the infection proceeded, the relative number of viral progeny that were produced increased dramatically, as deduced from the proportion of 3T3 cells that became green. Eight circular fields of 500 \( \mu \)m diameter were counted per 3T3-containing coverslips, which had a total area of \( 113 \times 10^6 \) \( \mu \)m\(^2\).

Viral replication of two GFP-expressing mCMVs (RM4503 and MC.55) was compared in rat and mouse brain cultures (Fig. 7). When a three-way ANOVA was used to test for statistical differences between conditions (virus \( \times \) brain species \( \times \) survival after virus infection), a significant difference was found (\( p < 0.001 \)). To make more discrete comparisons, a Tukey test was used. This revealed that each of the viruses used (RM4503 and MC.55) showed an increase in number over time (\( p < 0.05 \)), with a slow initial rise time, followed by substantial increases in virus. Although the rate of replication was substantially lower in rat cells than in mouse cells (\( p < 0.05 \)), viral replication was observed in rat brain cultures infected with the MC.55. However, little GFP was expressed in 3T3 cells incubated with tissue culture supernatant from rat cultures infected with a second virus, RM4503. This may be attributable to strain differences between RM4503 and MC.55. It could also be attributable in part to a lower general level of fluorescence found with RM4503, reducing detection in infected cells, or to a lower initial concentration of virus.

The cultures described above contained a mixture of glia and neurons. To examine viral proliferation in more selective cultures, glial-enriched cultures were compared with cultures enriched in cerebellar granule cell neurons (Fig. 8), each growing at roughly 75% confluency, and tested with neuron- and astrocyte-specific antisera, L1 and GFAP, respectively. After inoculation with MC.55 (10\(^6\) pfu per dish), the glia cultures showed a more...
rapid cell death than occurred in the neuronal cultures (Fig. 9). Analysis of virus replication showed that culture supernatant had low levels of virus during the first 18 hr, but then began to rapidly increase. By 42 hr, sufficient virus was produced to infect almost all of the 3T3 test cells. By 54 hr, approximately half of the glial cells showed signs of lethal infection, determined by cell swelling, detachment, and loss of cell number. At that time, most of the cells began to detach from the substrate, some even retaining high levels of GFP expression, suggesting that the plasma membrane was still intact. Because less than half of the astrocytes remained after 54 hr, samples were not tested further for release of virus progeny.

In contrast, the neuronal-enriched cultures showed a substantial delay of reporter gene expression with ~25% of the neurons showing detectable GFP after 54 hr, a time when all glial cells were infected and more than half the glia were dead. However, with time the number of neurons showing GFP expression increased. After 3 d of CMV infection, both infected and noninfected control cultures of granule cells showed strong neuritic extension. These were primarily composed of long bundles of granule cell axons and characteristically short granule cell dendrites. Interestingly, 5 d after mCMV infection, little evidence of neurites was found in the infected culture, whereas control cultures showed vigorous neuritic outgrowth, suggesting that mCMV caused a profound reduction in neurites (Fig. 8). Cells in the neuronal enriched cultures survived for a longer time than cells in the glial enriched cultures. Analysis of viral replication in 3T3 cells showed that 102 hr (4 d) after initial infection, sufficient virus was produced to turn all 3T3 test cells green. The rate of viral replication was significantly slower in neuronal cultures than found in glial cultures prepared at the same time (ANOVA, \( p < 0.01 \)).

**Viral infection of mouse brain in vivo**

mCMV was microinjected at a single site in neonatal or adult mouse brains. After fixation and sectioning, the presence of mCMV was detected by the presence of either fluorescent GFP or x-gal staining in the presence of β-galactosidase. Peroxidase immunostaining with antisera against GFP was also used as a sensitive means of detection. Of nine adult mice injected (5 × 10⁵
endothelial cells were found at a considerable distance from the injection site, suggesting spread of the virus through the vasculature.

In older mice, in the third ventricle, infected cells included tanyocytes, long radial glia that are present in both developing and mature brain with the cell body in the wall of the ventricle. In developing mice, dramatic expression of GFP was found in radial glia in many brain areas, particularly near a site of injection. Radial glia serve as important cellular guides for neuronal migration during early development (Rakic, 1978). In the cerebral cortex, label was found in cell bodies of the radial glia in the deeper regions of the cortex and in the long processes that stretched outward, dividing into small endfeet at the pial surface of the cortex surface (Fig. 11A, B). Some infected radial glia showed signs of degeneration, characterized by abnormal swelling along the long glial process in both the inner (Fig. 11C) and outer (Fig. 11D) cortex. These process dilations appear similar to process degeneration found in infected cultures. Although neurons and astrocytes greatly outnumber radial glial in general numbers in normal mice, in some developing mice (<5 d old) these radial glia accounted for most of the cells infected by mCMV in affected areas of the cortex.

Some intracerebral injections of virus were made into different brain regions, including cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and hypothalamus. Particularly striking was the strong presence of virus in glial cells with the appearance of astroglia around the injection site. In addition, neurons were infected with virus; these cells had dendritic and axonal processes typical of neurons (Fig. 12). A large number of cases were found in many parts of the brain where neurons appeared to be the primary cell infected. Isolated neurons were found in the cortex (Fig. 12A), hypothalamus (Fig. 12B), and hippocampus (Fig. 12C). Of potential importance, some GFP-expressing neurons were found at considerable distances from the injection site. This could have been caused in part by diffusion of the virus at the time of injection. However, in a number of cases, a random distribution pattern of the virus in distal regions of the brain was not found. Instead, a GFP-filled process could be followed from the labeled cell into the zone of brain damage elicited by penetration of the injecting microsyringe needle. This shows that the virus may be transported within the neuron process back to the cell body where the virus entered the nucleus to express GFP. Many labeled axons were found far from the injection site (Fig. 12D–F), including in the white matter of the corpus callosum (Fig. 12E).

Similar to neurons in culture, neurons in vivo that showed GFP expression several days after viral injection showed severe symmetrical dilations and constrictions along long axons. Some of the dilations reached 5 or 6 μm in diameter; such large dilations were not seen in noninfected control axons. This type of dilation was also not found in control brain tissue labeled with DiI or horseradish peroxidase injections, suggesting that it was not an artifact of fixation or histological processing.

In developing mouse brains, intracerebral injections of mCMV can cause strong labeling of hippocampus. As shown in Figure 13A, cells surrounding the neonatal hippocampus show strong viral infection. Within the hippocampus, neurons and their processes are infected with the virus (Fig. 13B).

We found a number of cells that were clearly infected with mCMV, detected with expression of the viral GFP, but the infected cell showed little evidence of cytomegaly, the characteristic pathological determinant of CMV infection. This was true both in cultured cells and in histological sections from the brain.
Figure 8. Cerebellar granule neurons. A, Four days after mCMV (MC.55) infection of a culture enriched with granule cells, many of the cells show bright GFP fluorescence. The same cell is indicated by an arrow in A–c’ to facilitate recognition. B, Same field as in A but with partial fluorescence, partial phase contrast. Some cells seen in phase contrast are not fluorescent. C, Same field as in A but only with phase contrast. Scale bar, 100 μm. A higher magnification of C is shown in c’ (arrow). Neurites are not found in these infected neurons. D, Control granule cell culture not infected with mCMV shows no fluorescence. E, Phase-contrast photomicrograph of culture 2 d after infection. Neurites are commonly found spreading out from groups of neurons, shown in higher magnification in e’.
Thus some of the earlier reports suggesting a selective lack of infection of one type or another in the brain may simply be due to the absence of cytomegaly and the subsequent inability to detect infected cells. Histopathological detection of cytomegaly in tissues is insensitive but in the past has been used widely to search for evidence of CMV infection. The use of cytopathology as a marker for CMV infection at the cellular level is further complicated by the finding that induction of apoptosis in noninfected neurons can be generated by a secondary signal from CMV-infected cells in mice (Kosugi et al., 1998). The use of reporter genes as described here appears to be a more sensitive mode of assessment of mCMV presence than the cytomegaly commonly associated with CMV. Unlike approaches based on histological processing that may also be sensitive, for instance in situ hybridization (Myerson et al., 1984; Slobedman and Mocarski, 1999), our approach, particularly with GFP, does not require fixation or histochemical treatment.

**Gene transfer to rat and human**

The experiments with mouse brain cells suggested that mCMV might be a potentially useful vector for gene transfer into mouse brain cells. Given the potential toxicity of the virus to mouse cells, the virus would probably not be ideal for any beneficial action. However, because replication of CMVs is to a large degree species specific, we sought to determine whether CMV could be used for gene transfer to other species. To this end, we used rat and human cells in vitro and rat brain in vivo.

**Rat brain**

After mCMV infection, cultures of rat brain showed GFP expression in both neurons and astrocytes. Microglia, identified by immunolabeling with an antibody against rat CD11b/e (Cedarlane Labs, Hornby, Ontario, Canada) that binds to brain microglia and macrophages (Robinson et al., 1986), also showed GFP expression. There was also a low level of viral replication in rat brain cultures, as described earlier.

In an in vivo set of experiments, mCMV was directly injected into rat brains (n = 12). After periods ranging from 1 to 7 d, animals (eight adult rats, four P5 rats) appeared healthy; no rat death was attributed to the mouse CMV. At or near the site of mCMV injection, strongly labeled neurons were found in hypothalamus, hippocampus, striatum, and cerebral cortex (Fig. 14A,B,D,E). In the example in Figure 14A,B,D, adult striatal neurons showed very strong GFP labeling with little detectable GFP in the surrounding glial cells. Single axons and bundles of long axons could be followed from the striatal area several thousand micrometers toward the midbrain (Fig. 14C), and local axons were abundant around labeled cells. Spiny neurons in the striatum could be identified by the strong labeling in the dendritic spines (Fig. 14B). Despite the strong neuronal labeling in the striatum, relatively few cells with the morphology of glial cells could be found. Although the injection site included both cortex and striatum, the level of neuronal labeling in the striatum was dramatically stronger than in the cortex, suggesting some preferential infection of the virus.

In its role as a vehicle for gene transfer, recombinant mCMV that expresses GFP may prove useful for some aspects of exploring neuronal circuitry and cell structure. This would not be limited to mouse, because we found strong labeling in rat brain and cultured human brain cells, suggesting that mCMV might also work in other species. Previous work with pseudorabies virus (Card et al., 1990, 1991, 1999), herpes simplex virus (Ho et al., 1995; Meier et al., 1998), and lentiviruses based on HIV vectors with CMV promoters (Blomer et al., 1997; Miyoshi et al., 1997) has demonstrated the effectiveness of viral vectors in the brain.

**Human brain**

Although earlier studies suggested that mCMV did not infect human cells (Kim and Carp, 1971), in our hands human cells cultured from a brain astrocytoma showed intense green labeling after introduction of MC.55 (MOI = 2), indicating robust expression of the transgene under control of the human elongation factor 1a promoter (Fig. 15A–C). Most of the human cells that showed infection on the basis of GFP expression showed little evidence of cytomegaly. The longest experiments in this series lasted 1 week, but because human cells continued to show strong fluorescence at this time, it is likely that expression would have continued for a longer period. In contrast, the number of mouse brain cells expressing GFP increased over time, so that after 1 week all mouse cells were dead or green, suggesting viral replication and de novo infection of additional generations of brain cells. In contrast to mouse brain cell cultures, there was no striking increase over time in the number of human brain cells that showed GFP expression, consistent with a lack of replication of the mCMV. Previous work with human CMV has demonstrated its presence in human astrocytes and astrocyte-related tumors (Duclos et al., 1989; Ho et al., 1991; McCarthy et al., 1995). MC.55 (MOI = 2) also infected cultures of a cell line of human neuroblastoma cells (gift of Dr. K. Vives, Yale University). These cells also showed strong levels of GFP expression (Fig. 15D,E).

Both of the experiments above were performed with human cells derived from a tumor and show abnormally high rates of cell division in vitro. Cells were also cultured from “normal” human cortex, removed surgically to provide access to a more ventral lesion. These cells replicated very slowly and appeared normal in culture. When these cultures were infected with mCMV (MOI = 2), cells with a flat sheet-like morphology typical of astrocytes showed GFP expression indicating viral infection and gene expression. In a typical culture well 2 weeks after low-density culturing of the human cells, and within 30 hr of CMV addition,
all 47 cells with the flat sheet-like morphology typical of astrocytes showed GFP expression, indicating viral gene expression (Fig. 15F). At 2 weeks after infection, the longest interval studied, green cells were still found in these cultures.

**DISCUSSION**

**CMV cell preference is relative, not absolute**

In the present study we found that all different types of cells in the brain can be infected with mCMV. This includes neurons, astrocytes, ependymal cells lining the ventricles, ventricular tanyocytes, radial glia, endothelial cells of the capillaries, ensheathing cells of the olfactory bulb, meninges, microglia, and cells of the choroid plexus. These data support the view that mCMV in the brain is an opportunistic virus, with no single cellular target. However, there was strong evidence that related subsets of cells showed a higher incidence of GFP expression, suggesting some viral preference. An example of this was the high probability of striatal neuron infection coupled with the low incidence of infection in...
glial cells in the same brain region, and the strong infection of cortical radial glia, discussed below. This could be attributable to differential cell-virus adhesion and cellular uptake, viral replication, or differences in cellular activators of the promoters for the gene reporters used. Some neurotrophic viruses, for instance pseudorabies virus (Card et al., 1990, 1991, 1999) or herpes simplex-1 (Dash et al., 1996), may be selective for subsets of neurons. In the present study we found evidence for infection of various neuronal types from cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and hypothalamus.

In our studies examining viral replication, mouse cultures enriched in either astrocytes or neurons showed evidence of strong mCMV replication. Virus number peaked more rapidly in astrocyte cultures than in neuronal cultures. This could be attributable in part to a greater level of replication in glial cells, although this was minimized by the use of defined medium not including serum and not favorable for astrocyte mitosis. Alternatively, although the cultures showed similar levels of confluency at the time of infection and were infected with equal amounts of virus, the glial cultures received a higher MOI, given the larger size of astrocytes.
compared with the small granule cell neurons. The larger mem-
brane area of the cell body of astrocytes compared with neurons
would also contribute to the increased probability of viral infec-
tion. The more rapid expression of GFP in astrocytes than in
neurons, coupled with the higher rate of replication in glia, is
consistent with the concept that relative differences in viral in-
festation exist.

Strong viral expression was found in radial glia in the develop-
ing mouse brain. One result of early CMV infection in human
brains is the occurrence of microgyri (Diezel, 1954; Wolf and
Cowen, 1972; Ho, 1991), a reduction in the size of cortical gyri.
This has been previously attributed to vascular problems arising
from CMV infection (Marques-Dias et al., 1984). However, we
suggest another mechanism. Radial glia play an important role in

Figure 12. Mouse neuronal infection by mCMV. Neurons in the mouse brain were infected with mCMV as shown after immunoperoxidase staining of GFP in the cerebral cortex (A, scale bar, 12 μm), hypothalamus (B, scale bar, 20 μm), and hippocampus (C, scale bar, 25 μm). Axons show GFP label with no nearby neuronal cell body labeling, as shown in D (scale bar, 8 μm), E (scale bar, 5 μm), and F (scale bar, 8 μm). In E the GFP-expressing axons run parallel to the axis of many other axons running in the corpus callosum.
serving as a pathway for the migration of neurons that are born in the ventricular zone and migrate outward along the radial glia in the developing rodent and primate brain (Rakic, 1978). Thus our data demonstrating CMV infection in radial glia in the developing brain suggest that after CMV-mediated radial glial degeneration, later outward neuronal migration may be blocked or misdirected. Thus microgyri or other anomalies of organization in CMV-infected human brains may hypothetically result from a selective loss of radial glia and subsequent abnormal neuronal migration. Further corroborating evidence is provided by studies in which mCMV was found to alter cortical neuronal migration in developing mice (Shimura et al., 1997). Our finding of a high level of infection by mCMV in cells surrounding the hippocampus, with involvement of neurons within the hippocampus, may in some cases underlie hippocampal deficits, including epilepsy (Perez-Jiminez et al., 1998).

CMV may enter the brain in several ways. Our data showing CMV infection of the endothelial cells of the vascular system is consistent with a previous report suggesting that blockade of the vascular system may cause brain deficits (Marques-Dias et al., 1984; Wiley and Nelson, 1988). Another potential site of entry is the olfactory mucosa. Olfactory ensheathing cells that surround the olfactory nerve as it penetrates the brain can be infected with CMV. After intraperitoneal infection with CMV, the virus was detected in cells of the olfactory mucosa (Trgovec et al., 1998), and intranasal administration leads to viral infection (Mannini and Medearis, 1961). The olfactory mucosa to the olfactory bulb has been suggested as one route of entry into the CNS for a number of viruses, including polio virus, simian forest virus, and vesicular stomatitis virus (Johnson, 1998). Experimental injection of CMV in the guinea pig (Booss et al., 1989) or mouse (Tsutsui et al., 1995) peritoneal cavity results in brain infection a few days later. The finding of infection of vascular endothelial cells suggests that mCMV could use these cells as a potential means of entering or exiting the neuropil of the brain. CMV-infected lymphocytes may provide a means of facilitating entry into the brain. Another possibility for viral penetration into the brain may be through neuronal axons. Axonal transport is a critical mode of viral translocation for some other virus such as polio, rabies, and herpes simplex-1 (Johnson, 1998). Transport of the virus through processes would serve as a partial explanation for the selective GFP expression in striatal neurons. It is unlikely that the promoters used expressed reporter genes in only one cell type, because in culture all brain cells showed GFP expression after virus addition to the culture medium.

Both in vivo and in vitro GFP-labeled axons showed severe dilations, and in culture, segments of labeled axons that had separated from the parent cell body. The lack of processes in later stages of infection of mouse neurons probably results from a combination of retraction of short processes and virally induced deterioration of the longer processes. Whether the virus may exert a direct and local effect on process deterioration or whether this process degeneration is secondary to infection in the cell body remains to be determined.

**mCMV-mediated gene transfer**

Although previous reports have suggested that mCMV does not infect human cells (Kim and Carp, 1971), by using the more sensitive recombinant mCMV described here we found robust GFP expression in human glial cells after infection. No obvious signs of cell death were found in mCMV-infected human cultures, suggesting that the mouse CMV may be a good candidate for further studies relating to use as a vector for gene introduction in human brain cells. A number of viruses, including herpes simplex-1, adenovirus, and adeno-associated virus, have been used for gene transfer in the CNS (Ho et al., 1995; Bartlett et al., 1998; Meier et al., 1998). Some viruses, for instance the Moloney murine leukemia retrovirus, may work well for gene transfer to dividing cells but work poorly in postmitotic neurons (Sena-Esteves et al., 1996). Although CMV has often provided its major immediate early gene promoter as a strong promoter of choice for expression of foreign genes in the brain, it has generally been adapted to other viruses such as adeno-associated virus (Lowenstein et al., 1996; Bartlett et al., 1998), and its expression from recombinant CMV has not been previously evaluated. The large size of the CMV genome can be an advantage or disadvantage. On the positive side, large inserts can be engineered into mCMV, unlike some other viruses such as adeno-associated virus, which has a size restriction of a few kilobases. On the other hand, the CMV genome codes for >200 proteins the expression of which might have consequences for the infected cell.
Molecular deletions can remove viral genes that may prove deleterious to the use of these viruses as vectors (Saederup et al., 1999). Future experimentation using replication competent or defective mCMV or hCMV should examine these possibilities.

The fact that mCMV generated expression of GFP in neuronal cell bodies, dendrites, and axons suggests that these genetically engineered viruses may be useful as a tool for labeling neurons and their pathways. Labeled axons were found that extended thousands of micrometers away from perikarya near a zone of mCMV administration, indicating that GFP diffusion or transport is considerable. This is consistent with our previous work with transfection with plasmids coding for GFP under the regulation of the human major immediate early CMV promoter (van den Pol et al., 1998) or in transgenic mice expressing GFP under the control of a human CMV promoter (van den Pol and Ghosh, 1998). Different sequences of the CMV promoter may result in reporter gene expression in different neurons of the CNS (Koedood et al., 1995; Baskar et al., 1996; Fritschy et al., 1996; van den Pol and Ghosh, 1998); differential activation of CMV promoters may serve as a partial explanation for why the virus may infect different regions of the brain and cause various neurological problems. With transgenic mice expressing reporter genes controlled by different regions of the immediate early promoter, neurons were commonly labeled, and labeled glia were rare; in contrast, in the present experiments we found that the mCMV retained the ability to express foreign genes in mouse, rat, and human glia and neurons.

Figure 14. mCMV infects neurons of the rat brain. A, A medium-size spiny cell of the rat striatum is labeled 3 d after nearby mCMV administration and immunoperoxidase staining for GFP. Scale bar, 25 μm. B, Higher magnification of A shows high density of dendritic spines (arrows) on labeled cell. C, Axon in the midbrain, from the same brain as A–D, shows labeling. Scale bar, 8 μm. D, On an adjacent section to A, two more striatal neurons with their dendrites and axons show evidence of mCMV infection. Scale bar, 30 μm. E, Neuron from cerebral cortex was infected with mCMV. Scale bar, 20 μm.
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Figure 15. Human brain cells are infected with mouse CMV. A–C, DIC, DIC + GFP, and GFP images of the same microscope field containing glial cells from a human astrocytoma are shown. A subset of cells shows strong GFP-mediated fluorescence. Scale bar, 10 μm. D, E, The same field shows the DIC image (D) and the GFP image (E). A subset of human neuroblastoma cells, 2 d after plating with mCMV, is infected with virus. Scale bar, 10 μm. F, “Normal” glial cells with an astrocyte morphology were cultured from human brain and show GFP expression 30 hr after infection. Scale bar, 10 μm.
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